
FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT AS I SMOKKED ONE DAY 

 
 

NOVEMBER 3, 2021 WEDNESDAY - MICHELLE WU, OF CHICAGO, ELECTED MAYOR OF 
BOSTON, HER SON ASKS IF BOYS CAN BE MAYOR? SHE ANSWERS BOYS HAVE BEEN 
MAYORS, BUT MOM IS MAYOR NOW -Michelle	Wu	makes	history	as	first	woman	elected	mayor	of	
...Boston	has elected its first woman mayor. Michelle	Wu, 36, will not only be the first woman 
to serve in the city's top office, but also the first person of color. She defeated fellow Democrat 
the daughter of Taiwanese immigrants, defeated fellow Democrat Annissa Essaibi-George, ending the 
city’s 200-year history of electing white men. Acting Mayor Kim Janey became the first Black woman to 
hold the seat after Marty Walsh, who had served as mayor since 2014, resigned in March to become 
President Joe Biden’s labor secretary. mayor of Boston. They have been, and they will again some 
day, but not tonight,” Wu told supporters Tuesday night. “On this day, Boston elected your 
mom because from every corner of our city, Boston has spoken.” 

 

“We are ready to meet this moment. We are ready to become a Boston for everyone,” she added. “We are 
ready to become a Boston that doesn’t push people out, but welcomes all who call our city home. We’re 
ready to be a Boston where all can afford to stay and to thrive. And, yes, Boston is ready to become a 
Green New Deal city.”   

 

MONDAY-MONDAY- NOVEMBER 8, 2021: The darkness says it will fall early, all the younger 
generation of my half of the Chin failed family- unite their pleasing and dissonant voices. Benin, 
and Betsy Godson, Keyshawn. Three generations of Chins – Betsy to her part Black American 
kids in their teens and Godson working with Black kids. 

 

DEFENSE OF HIS MOTHER DANA IS ONE THING- FORCING HIS CONTROL OVER EVERY 
GESTURE OF MY LIFE IS ANOTHER THING. DIVORCE SOLVES ONE. GOODBYE SOLVES 
THE OTHER - “YOU’RE OVER 30,” as my dad would say. 

 

Frank Chins voice theater with Who’s Jack Soo and Who’s on first Pat Moirita? Is it “Lum & 
Abner” or “Amos’n Andy” Radio Show. We have just seen Forgetting in action – The Panama 
Hotel is the last place on earth for me and my kind. But how to attract actors – the actors or 
the name people – with the voices I want – How do I rehearse with actors and voice for three 
hours a day How do I train the actors into a “company” of voices – following E. Chan Parks – 
list of 30 pa’nsori musical and non-musical voices – that include voice I’ve heard from bad 
actors, and good but missing some heft, or sincerity? 



 

Press the index toe – next to the big toe of left first for a few – then the right and left together – 
blood flow seems to visibly change dark spots fade before my eyes. 1712 Nob Hill Ave N is the 
Seattle address where I lived? The UCSB documents library threw away the cancelled checks I 
inserted between the pages of my journal. The movies treaches me a researcher – a private 
detective like sleepy eyed Robert Mitchum with an anthropologist’s eye – or Alec Guinness as 
Smiley and his people would have collected or left alone for his own (sneaky-undetectable – 
reasons) research. The library has inadvertently destroyed the traps set, and done the work of 
forgetting, Ruby Chow portrayed by Nancy Kwan, star of the cheap remake of “Guys and 
Dolls” with songs by Rodgers & Hammerstein. Directed by Henry Koster who directed Harvey. 
One of the growing number of academic experts on my writerly state of body and soul I 
expected one at least one in fifty plus years would have discovered Cantonese opera, and the 
stars of both Cantonese and Mandarin (the class the claims be the high culture) or the latest 
Communist Party corrected and reformed language. None of stuff is secret- Notices up on the 
community bulletin board. In the Japanese Buddhist story Yoshitsune, based on a real man in 
real world (1859-1189 ) His father drives him out of the house for not being a man – which 
means a man who can stand up to real man, and all a real man’s rules of conduct. Phooey- a 
man’s ability is all! He goes from Clan to clan and kills them all, and the Clan chief, a kid, a little 
kid. He goes on killing for a while, his every challenge, posted at crossroads bulletin 
board. Seattle used to have more than one. Today the board is there. That’s all that’s there. 
Readers who want more, and can read, don’t trust me, and go to Wikipedia or your “friend” 
and what does your source say? Who cares about Nancy Kwan’s portrayal of high dragon lady 
Ruby Chow who allowed Bruce Lee a job in Chinese restaurant. Everyone with Hollywood 
Warner Bros sense uses Bruce as much as he uses Hollywood to go where no Kung Fu has 
gone before. Where’s the opera ? I see Sam happened the box and taken out the pressing of 
the stone over Kwan Kung’s grave – (one of many) to be opened and un-rolled in my 
permanent home – a gift from Pok Chi Lau –Oh well, what the hell, Interlandi’s Playboy cartoon 
equivalent of the Japanese “Shigatenai,” the Chinese “Mo bon fot” The cartoon is a cartoon. 
Shigategeni and Mo bo fot is the surrender of your moral self to whoever’s in charge and has 
people power off. The Reinhard Heydrich, butcher of Czechoslovakia, a confident bully, who 
believed in his Nazi future. The response of the people is silence. Give up the murderer of the 
beloved Butcher of Czecho or your Nazi gov -will execute x number of Czech people to 
express the peoples grief. After Heydrich's death, implementation of the policies formalized at the 
Wannsee conference he chaired was accelerated. The first three true death camps, designed for mass 
killing with no legal process or pretext, were built and operated at Treblinka, Sobibór, and Bełżec. The 
project was named Operation Reinhard after Heydrich. Does Hollywood know? and from Hollywood 
comes “Hangmen Also Die” the voice of Czech people is Fritz Lang – and Conrad Veidt 
activating their art in Hollywood. 

 

Anna MayWong the Anna May Wong White Americans wanted-she is recognized as a 
comedienne- Alfred Hitchcock, and makes a hilarios short sound film that satirizes Douglas 
Faibanks and shaves Shakepeare . And a film with a title that should be a Charlie Chan story 
has nothing to do with Charlie Chan. Her film work in Great Britain speaks for herself. She did 
nothing for Yellow civil rights when she came back, but does complain about being forbidden 
by Hollywood rules, to play a lead Yellow role cus she was a real Yellow in “The Good 
Earth” ? Rules are rules. 



 

She was not What whites wanted Josephine Baker to be either. Josephine Baker (born 
Freda Josephine McDonald, naturalized French Joséphine Baker; 3 June 1906 - 12 April 1975) was an 
American-born French entertainer, French Resistance agent and civil rights activist. Her career was 
centered primarily in Europe, mostly in her adopted France. She was the first black woman to star in a 
major motion picture, the 1927 silent film Siren of the Tropics – Josephine Baker is s the first black 
woman to star in a major motion picture, the 1927 silent film Siren of the Tropics. 

 

 

Sam leads – Betsy to shill for him, and she uses her kids, to schil and chill me - They believe 
Dana, they belong to Dana. They delight in Sam. / Now I know why men turn to drink. I turn to 
dope, and drink. And turn on my tv. 

 

Sam denies me access to a coffee break in the kitchen . I’m with his tv off. No more birds and 
lizards out the back window doors – Arthur Kennedy teaches how to fly a B-17 – in an Army Air 
Forces and Boeing Aircraft Co – 1938 training film. I lead Keyshawn to Manga to Luis Bunuel’s 
DaDa theory of movies short attention span make the Detective stories as far as one movie can 
show and tell , Salvador Dali gives the eye what the eye wants relax and just see - living flesh 
– beauty in light going putrid to goo on an endless white sandy beach at a comfortable safe 
distance for the eye – Like MJQ playing of “The Golden Striker” from the Album “No Sun In 
Venice – Everything I see and hear comes linked by sense and theme- unless – Keyshawn 
knows Japanese better than me, and smokes to get in the mood to talk to his son in New 
York. I guess I’m not a witness writing what’s around me as I write, a writer - Hey! - I’m just a 
Chinaman - No one wants to read or hear my impression of Pat Morita hating Johnny Yune 
sing his first line ? 

 

JACK SOO. Ok. like a dab of Hiram Walker in my Vodka or Sake - 

Then he plays Vegas before the 

JACK SOO: 
 


